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Recap Crystal Systems

External minimum symmetry
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Recap Crystallographic Symmetry &
Crystallographic Symmetry Operators

P2

2-fold
4-fold

2-fold
screw 3-fold
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Recap Molecule  Asymmetric Unit Unit Cell  Lattice

asymmetric
unit

space group
symmetry operations unit cell

lattice
translations
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Recap Data collection and Processing

1. Mount Crystal
2. Evaluate quality

Diffraction quality, resolution, splitting, cryo protection
3. Index

Space group, cell dimensions, strategy for collection,
mosaicity, etc.

4. Integrate a series of images
5. Scale images together

Completeness, Rmerge, systematic absences, I/ I
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Recap Data collection and Processing

diffraction  indexing: H, K, L, I, I
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Recap Data collection and Processing

Data processing: a typical output 

Completeness

R factor

systematic absences

Space group: P212121 

Rsym of diffraction data: comparison among
intensities of symmetry-related reflections.
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Mathematical expressions of Fourier Transforms
between structure factor (F) and electron density ( , or atomic

model)

 real component    imaginary component 

The particular diffraction pattern of an object is dependent on the
arrangement of atoms.

From electron density (x,y,z) to structure factors

All atoms contribute to each F(hkl)

All F(hkl) contribute to (xyz)

4. Solve the phase problem either experimentally or

computationally
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From structure factors F(h,k,l) to electron density:

real component only 

By Fourier Transform we can obtain the electron density.

We know the structure factor amplitudes after successful data collection.

Unfortunately, conventional X-ray diffraction does not allow for direct
phase measurement. This is know as the crystallographic phase problem.

Fortunately, there are a few tricks that can be used
to obtain estimates of the phase (hkl)
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Calculation of  structure factors:
Structure factors are dependent on atomic positions, B factors,
occupancies, and scattering factors. F(h,k,l) to electron density:

where

In crystal structures, B represents a combination of
static and dynamic disorder.
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B-factor or temperature factor:

• A measure of how much an atom
oscillates or vibrates around the position
specified in the model.

• Atoms at side-chain termini are expected
to exhibit more freedom of movement
than main-chain atoms, and this
movement amounts to spreading each
atom over a small region of space.

• From the B factors computed during
refinement, we learn which atoms in the
molecule have the most freedom of
movement, and we gain some insight
into the dynamics of our largely static
model.

Blue to Red: small to large B
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• A measure of the fraction of molecules in the crystal in which
atom j actually occupies the position specified in the model.

• If all molecules in the crystal are precisely identical, then
occupancies for all atoms are 1.00.

• Occupancy is included because sometimes two or more distinct
conformations are observed for a small region like a surface side
chain and because a ligand may not fully saturate the molecule.

Occupancy

 2483  OE1 GLN A 340      65.466  31.411 -10.883  1.00 43.85           O 

 2484  NE2 GLN A 340      67.276  32.837 -10.830  1.00 42.20           N 

 2485  N  ASER A 341      67.901  26.769 -11.891  0.50 22.87           N 

 2486  CA ASER A 341      68.437  25.946 -10.807  0.50 21.68           C 

 2487  C  ASER A 341      69.622  25.107 -11.329  0.50 21.31           C 

 2488  O  ASER A 341      70.616  24.921 -10.630  0.50 19.69           O 

 2489  CB ASER A 341      67.342  25.080 -10.183  0.50 20.81           C 

 2490  OG ASER A 341      66.691  24.271 -11.139  0.50 20.86           O 

 2491  N  BSER A 341      67.880  26.773 -11.893  0.50 22.71           N 

 2492  CA BSER A 341      68.391  25.870 -10.852  0.50 21.32           C 

 2493  C  BSER A 341      69.632  25.157 -11.355  0.50 21.16           C 

 2494  O  BSER A 341      70.644  25.064 -10.662  0.50 19.51           O 

 2495  CB BSER A 341      67.363  24.801 -10.508  0.50 20.54           C 

 2496  OG BSER A 341      66.424  25.268  -9.589  0.50 18.91           O 

 2497  N   ARG A 342      69.514  24.629 -12.561  1.00 21.05           N 

 2498  CA  ARG A 342      70.620  23.916 -13.224  1.00 22.87           C 

 2499  C   ARG A 342      71.828  24.809 -13.393  1.00 22.11           C 

 2500  O   ARG A 342      72.955  24.391 -13.113  1.00 20.97           O 

 2501  CB  ARG A 342      70.189  23.397 -14.606  1.00 24.58           C 

 2502  CG  ARG A 342      70.407  21.907 -14.822  1.00 32.84           C 

 2503  CD  ARG A 342      70.300  21.466 -16.353  1.00 41.99           C 

 2504  NE  ARG A 342      68.918  21.096 -16.806  1.00 51.26           N 

 2505  CZ  ARG A 342      68.169  20.055 -16.333  1.00 55.52           C 

 2506  NH1 ARG A 342      68.620  19.250 -15.359  1.00 57.43           N 

 2507  NH2 ARG A 342      66.963  19.814 -16.841  1.00 54.33           N 
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Atomic scattering factors

Number of electrons

Falls off with resolution (scattering angle and temperature factor)
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Major phase determination methods:

Experimental

•The single or multiple isomorphous replacement method (SIR, MIR):
need heavy atom derivative crystals of a native protein crystal

•The single or multi-wavelength anomalous diffraction method (SAD, MAD):
need anomalous diffraction data from a heavy atom containing protein

crystal (typically done with SeMet labeled protein crystals)

•MIRAS - multiple isomorphous replacement  w/ anomalous signal

•SIRAS - single isomorphous replacement  w/ anomalous signal

Computational

•The molecular replacement (MR) method, which requires the availability of
a homologous structure.

•Direct and ab initio methods -  not yet useful for most protein crystals

Phase determination
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Five simplified steps in a phase determination by MIR

1. Prepare heavy atom derivatives.

2. Obtain diffraction data of a native protein crystal (|FP|), and ideally
two or more isomorphous heavy atom containing derivative crystals.
(|FPH|). Isomorphous means that the native and the derivative crystals
are the same except for the presence of heavy atoms in the
derivative crystals.

3. Reduction and Correction of intensity data.

4. Obtain estimate of |FH| and determine the heavy atom structures
(positions). This is often the most critical step of phase determination.
Without the heavy atom structures, protein phases cannot be
calculated.

5. Calculate phases.
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Phase determination by MIR

Next few slides: supplementary information
Additional reading purpose only !!

SI
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The Patterson Function and its use in solving small structures
(i.e. heavy atom structures)

The Patterson Function

• Obtained by setting F(h k l ) = |F(h k l )|2 in the electron density
Fourier equation,

P(u, v, w) = 1/V | F(h,k,l) |2 cos[ 2 (hu + kv + lw)]

   where u, v, and w are fractional coordinates in the unit cell. It is a
Fourier summation with intensities as coefficients and phase angles
equal to zero.

• Patterson peaks corresponding to vectors between atoms, i.e. inter-
atomic distances.

• Peak heights proportional to the product of the atomic numbers (
fo).

• Centrosymmetric.
• Screw axes become normal axes.

SI
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Peaks in a Patterson map correspond to inter-atomic vectors
• There are a total of N2 peaks, where N is the number of atoms.
• N of the peaks will have a length of zero (e.g. A-A) and these are

origin peaks.
• Therefore, a Patterson map can be very crowded with N2-N non-

origin peaks in the unit cell.

Inter-atomic vectors

SI
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For small structures, we can derive atomic positions (x,y,z) from
Patterson peaks (u,v,w)

Atomic positions (x,y,z)

Patterson peaks (u,v,w)

SI
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Determination of (x,y,z) from (u,v,w) is aided by Harker sections (planes)
and Harker lines:

• Harker sections and Harker lines contain peaks corresponding to the
vector between an atom (x,y,z) and its symmetry related atom. Each
space group has its own Harker planes and lines; and peaks (u,v,w) on
these can be used for the determination of atomic positions.

• For example, in the P21 space group, there are two equivalent
symmetry related positions, (x,y,z) and (-x,y+1/2,-z). Therefore, the
vector between these two symmetry related positions is (u,v,w) =
(x,y,z) - (-x,y+1/2,-z) = 2x,-0.5,2z. This means that a peak (u,0.5,w) on
v=0.5 plane (Harker plane) will give the positions of atoms at x=0.5u,
z=0.5w.

• Peaks in other regions of the Patterson unit cells are also used for
atomic position determination.

• Patterson function does not distinguish (x,y,z) from (-x,-y,-z) because it
is centrosymmetric.

SI
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Obtaining FH estimate: the isomorphous difference

When diffraction data for protein and a derivative
crystal are available, one can obtain the amplitude
difference between the protein and the derivative:

|F|iso = |FPH| - |FP| = |FH| 

This isomorphous difference between a heavy atom containing
crystal and a native crystal, is an estimate of |FH|.
It can be used in the Patterson Function for determining the heavy
atom structure.
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To obtain reliable |F|iso , sufficient intensity differences should be
present between the native protein crystal and a derivative crystal.

Expected average changes of intensity if heavy atoms are present in a
protein crystal at full occupancy can be calculated:

average intensity change

For proteins, fP is on average 7 for non-H atoms at 0° diffraction angle;
therefore, take Hg, for example, with fH = 80,
the expected intensity change for a single Hg per protein is below:

Molecular weight non-H atoms intensity change
14,000 Dalton ~1,000 ~51%
28,000 ~2,000 ~36%
56,000 ~4,000 ~26%
112,000 ~8,000 ~18%
224,000 ~16,000 ~13%

Assuming that the intensities can be determined with an accuracy of 10%,
then the practical limit for phasing with Hg would be roughly 1 Hg per
200kD.
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Therefore, the ‘phasing power’ of a heavy atom in MIR is
directly related to its electron number (atomic number)
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Anomalous scattering

In most circumstances, electrons scatter as if they were “free” electrons
and the scattering factor is defined as

f = f0,
which is proportional to the electron number of the atom.

However, electrons are not really ‘free’, especially for atoms with large
atomic numbers. These atoms may also absorb X-ray of specific
wavelengths at and near their absorption edges, leading to anomalous
scattering.

Many heavy atoms have absorption edges within the normally used X-ray
wavelengths for crystallography. Absorption edges for light atoms such as
C, N and O are not near the X-ray wavelengths used in crystallography,
so these atoms do not contribute to anomalous scattering.
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Anomalous scattering factors

In the presence of anomalous scattering, atomic scattering factor
f = f0 + f’ + if”

f0 is the normal scattering factor;
It drops with resolution and is proportional to the atomic number.
f’ and f” are anomalous scattering factors; f’ can be positive or
negative; f” is 90° ahead in phase relative to f0.
They are wavelength dependent but do not change with resolution.
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Anomalous scattering factors for some elements near absorption edges

f”, 
 absorption

92

70

34
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The existence of anomalous scattering results in differences between the
structure factor amplitudes of F(h,k,l) and F(-h,-k,-l).

No anomalous scattering With anomalous scattering

|FP (+)| = |FP (-)| |FPH (+)| = |FPH (-)| are now different

Obtaining FH estimate: the anomalous difference,
|F|ano = [|FPH(+)| - |FPH(-)|]

Similarly as for |F|iso , |F|ano is an estimate of |FH|.

It can be used in the Patterson Function method for determining the
heavy atom structure.
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• Selenomethionine may be introduced into proteins in place of
methionine during protein synthesis--”rational” introduction of heavy
atoms (using Met- auxotroph)

• ‘Se’ has good anomalous scattering property.

• Therefore, ‘Se’ has become the most popular heavy atom used in
phase determination by multi-wavelength anomalous diffraction
(MAD).

• The natural abundance of Met is roughly 1 per 60 residues; and the
anomalous scattering factor for ‘Se’ at the absorption edge is roughly
f” = 6; this will give sufficient signal to deduce heavy atom positions
and phase determination.

• When one cannot use SAD or MAD phasing by Se?

Phasing by Selenium anomalous diffraction
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uses a similar structure to phase the real structure

Molecular replacement

It is possible to reconstruct an image from the Fourier magnitudes alone if we have a similar
image to provide phase information. For example, suppose we are trying to reconstruct the
image of a cat, and have the Fourier magnitudes for it.

Only magnitudes (monochrome), one cannot
reconstruct image

1. Real data, |FO|

2.        Calculated FC & C of the model (Manx)

3.     Combine |FO| and C

A map that resembles the
real structure is obtained
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To match the molecular replacement model with the structure in the
crystal, one needs to find out the rotation and translation that
relates the model and the real structure.

• This is a six-dimensional problem, which is computationally close
to impossible.

• This problem is ‘solved’ by breaking down into a rotation search
followed by a translation search; i. e. two x three-dimensional
problems.

• Both rotation function and translation function use the concept of
a Patterson function.
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R

X moldel

R•X moldel

T

X target

The Molecular Replacement Method

X target = R •X moldel + T

Xmodel = coordinates of known model

Xtarget = position of unknown structure in unit cell

R = rotation matrix expressed in 3-eulerian angles , ,   or 1, 2, 3

T = translation vector TxTyTz

SI
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Once phases are determined, an electron density map can be calculated

Electron density map

• From diffraction F(h,k,l) to electron density by Fourier Transform:

5. Build an atomic model using the electron density map

•The molecular envelope shows the distinction between bulk solvent
(low density) and protein (regions of higher density); (you may also
see other features in a map such as continuous wormlike densities
and some characteristic side chain densities).

•A minimal requirement for an interpretable map is the existence of a
molecular envelope; if not, more phase information is required -- go
back to phase determination.

•Bottom line: map quality is a much better indication than phasing
statistics on whether the structure is solvable with current data.
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If the map shows at least a good molecular envelope, it can
then be improved by iterative “density modification” or
‘‘phase refinement”

The basic principle: any features that can be reliably discerned in
the map are strengthened by map modification.

Solvent flattening and non-crystallographic symmetry averaging

Map Modified map

Modified phase

F. T.

F. T.F. T.
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Phase refinement by solvent flattening

E. coli soluble lytic transglycosylase at 3.3Å resolution.
Top: MIR map; bottom: solvent flattened map (60% solvent), (source: Drenth)

Before

after
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Model building

Model building is the fitting of atomic models into electron density

Tracing…
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Model building (O, XtalView, Coot etc,)
At some critical point in the iterative improvement of phases, the map
becomes clear enough that a molecular model may be realistically built into
a map.

A typical procedure of model building:

•Build C  model: C  atoms are usually located near branches that often
represent side chains; C  atoms are usually 3.8-4.0Å apart;
•several segments of C  chains may be built;

•Identify the sequence associated with the C  segments by looking for
•characteristic large side chain densities; heavy atoms and/or Se positions
can be used as guides (SAD or MAD);

•Structural data base can be used to simplify the conversion from C  chain
to ‘all atom’ chain; segments with unknown sequences are built with
polyalanines;

•Many other tools may be used to facilitate model building.
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Maps at different resolutions show different levels of details
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Resolution makes difference
There is no question that a model of
phenylalanine(the 6-ring structure) can be correctly
placed into the 1.2 Å data. This still can be done with
confidence in the 2 Å case, but at 3 Å we already
observe a deviation of the centroid of the ring from
the correct model.

Maps at different resolutions show different levels of details

Maps are contoured on a certain sigma value, such as 1.0.
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6. Iteratively refine and rebuild the structural model

Using phases calculated from the model to generate maps:

Since the atomic model contains more detail, the calculated phases from
the model are often better, which gives better maps.

However, since phases dominate Fourier synthesis, in order to
compensate for the increased influence of model phases, and to
continue letting the observed amplitudes influence improvement of the
model, the 2Fo-Fc map can be calculated,

(x,y,z) = FT [(2|Fo|-|Fc|)exp(i c)].
By subtracting Fc map, model bias is reduced.

These 2Fo-Fc and Fo-Fc maps are used to modify the model iteratively.
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Structure or model refinement optimizes the agreement of the model
with the observed reflection amplitudes, i. e. between |Fc| and |Fo|.
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7. Analyze and validate (How do you know if a crystal

structure is correct?)

The R-factor
R = (|Fo - Fc|) / (|Fo|)

Fo: observed structure factor amplitude
Fc: calculated using the atomic model

R-free

Main chain torsions: the Ramachandran plot

Geometric torsions in bond length and bond angles

Favorable VDW packing interactions

Chemical environment of individual amino acids

Location of insertion & deletion positions in related sequences
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Refinement validation/model quality

R-factors and free R-factors
• R-factors are measures of the extent to which a crystallographic model

accounts for the original experimental data -- specifically, the measured
intensities of reflections in the diffraction pattern. As such, R-factors are
important indicators of progress in refining models, and the final values of R-
factors are important criteria of model quality.

• The free R-factor, Rfree, is computed in the same manner as R, but using only
a small set (5-10%) of randomly chosen intensities (the "test set") which are
set aside from the beginning and not used during refinement. They are used
only in the cross-validation or quality control process of assessing the
agreement between calculated (from the model) and observed data.

• Values of R range from zero (perfect agreement of calculated and observed
intensities) to about 0.6, the R-factor obtained when a set of measured
intensities is compared with a set of random intensities. A desirable target R-
factor for a protein model refined with data to 2.5 Å is 0.2. Very rarely, small,
well-ordered proteins may refine to R = 0.1.
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Ramachandran Plot: main chain stereochemistry

The pair of angles phi and psi of a single residue is greatly restricted by steric repulsion.
During the final stages of map fitting and crystallographic refinement, Ramachandran
diagrams are a great aid in finding conformationally unrealistic regions of the model. Structure
publications often include the diagram, with an explanation of any residues that lie in high-
energy ("forbidden") areas. Glycines, because they lack a side chain, usually account for most
of the residues that lie outside allowed regions. If nonglycine residues exhibit forbidden
conformational angles, there should be some explanation, such as structural constraints that
overcome the energetic cost of an unusual backbone conformation.
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Structural homologs of Cj0977

BsFapR: B. subtilis Fatty acid and phospholipid regulator
TtPaaI: T. thermophilus Phenylacetyl CoA thioesterase
ArtTE: Arthrobacter 4-hydroxy benzoyl CoA thioesterase 

H39 D48

N33

E73
H64

Q58

H39

D48
F70

A63
N33

N79

D71
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Project paper # 8

Reporting of Crystallographic Statistics 
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8. Develop structure based hypotheses (interpret

biological implications)

1              43       67  77                                                188
HTH L Hot dog domain

DNA binding 

domain

Malonyl-CoA binding

domain

FapR

1   10                                                 155     192
Hot dog domain

acyl-CoA binding

domain

?

Cj0977

F70

Q83

N79

R106

0.0

%
 in
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o
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0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

3.0

3.5

WT    Q83A   F70A    M      C     C 36

M: Cj0977 mutant
C:  M complemented w/ full-length cj0997 gene 
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Structure of the Amino-Terminal Protein
Interaction Domain of STAT-4
Uwe Vinkemeier, Ismail Moarefi,* James
E. Darnell Jr., John Kuriyan†

SCIENCE VOL. 279 pp. 1048 - 1052 (1998)

Accurate determination of a high resolution crystal structure w/ one
molecule per asymmetric unit in the hexagonal space group P6522
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Fig. 2. Tertiary structure of the N-domain of STAT-4.
(A) Overall representation of two monomers (green
and gray) in the crystallographic dimer, viewed
approximately orthogonal to the molecular twofold axis,
which is vertical. The ring-shaped NH2-terminal
element is colored red in one monomer. (B) Orthogonal
view of one of the N-domains shown in (A), depicting
details of the architecture of the ring-shaped element.
Side chains that participate in a charge-stabilized
hydrogen- bond network are shown in a ball-and-stick
representation. The side chain and backbone carbonyl
of buried R31 are shown in magenta. For clarity, the
indole ring of the invariant residue W4 that seals off this
arrangement on the proximal side is drawn with thinner
bonds. The blue sphere denotes a buried water
molecule. Hydrogen bonds are indicated by
dotted lines. Oxygen, nitrogen, and carbon atoms are
red, blue, and yellow, respectively. Q3-N marks the
position of the backbone amide group of residue Q3.
The light-red segment of helix 2 highlights its 310

helical conformation. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, B and C were
created with the program RIBBONS, version 2.0 (28).

When things go wrong - picking the wrong crystal symmetry related homodimer
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Which is right, dimer A (as proposed be Vinkemeier et al.) or dimer B
(Ota et al.)?

Figure 1. Analysis of STAT4 dimers produced by crystallographic symmetry to identify the physiologic dimer.(a) Dimer A
(produced by the fractional transformation -Y, -X, -Z+1/6 with translation 1, 1, 1) represents the dimer implied previously (22).
Dimer B (produced by the fractional transformation X, X_, -Z+5/6 with translation 0, 1, 0) represents an alternative interface.
Highlighted residues were targeted for mutational studies. Residues W37, T40, and E66 (magenta) are located in the dimer
A interface, whereas residues D19 and L78 (cyan) are located in the dimer B interface. (b) Surface analysis of the two
dimers. According to this analysis, dimer B is a statistically better molecular interface (as compared to dimer A) and is more
likely to represent a physiologically relevant dimer.

Naruhisa Ota, Tom J Brett, Theresa L Murphy, Daved H Fremont & Kenneth M Murphy
N-domain-dependent nonphosphorylated STAT4 dimers required for cytokine-driven activation
Nature Immunology 5, 208 - 215 (2004)
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Mutational analysis and solution studies suggest dimer B is right.


